Referee Manual

Section 9:

GESTURES OF THE REFEREE AND JUDGE
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Section 9: GESTURES OF THE REFEREE AND JUDGE

1. Referee Starting A Bout
‘Shobu Sanbon Hajime’
Referee stands on line with
no gesture.

2. Referee Stopping A
Bout ‘Yame’
Referee brings one arm up
in front with (hand open,
arm bent).

Referee chops arm downward
until the arm is straight out
in front.

Note: Once the Referee has
sighted the Judges signal,
the Judge brings their arms
back to their sides.

3 ii. Judge Signalling Head Level
Punch - ‘Jodan Tsuki’
One arm is pointing towards
the competitor who made
the score, while the other arm
gestures the technique scored
(e.g. Head level punch).

3. Referee Signalling Head Level
Punch - ‘Jodan Tsuki’
Referee gestures scoring
technique by holding closed fist
to side of head.
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4. Referee Signalling Head 		
Level Kick - ‘Jodan Geri’
Referee brings an open hand
(palm down) to cheek.

4ii. Judge Signalling Head Level
Kick - ‘Jodan Geri’
One arm is pointing towards
the competitor who made the
score, while the other arm
gestures the technique scored
(e.g. Head level kick).

Note: The Judge may gesture the
score worthy only of a Wazari, or
gesture it worthy of an Ippon.
Once the Referee has sighted the
Judges signal, the Judge brings
their arms back to their sides.

Note: Once the Referee has
sighted the Judges signal,
the Judge brings their arms
back to their sides.

5ii. Judge Signalling Body Level
Punch - ‘Chudan Tsuki’
One arm is pointing towards
the 		competitor who made
the score, while the other arm
gestures the technique scored
(e.g. stomach level punch).

5. Referee Signalling Body Level
Punch - ‘Chudan Tsuki’
Referee gestures scoring technique
by holding closed fist to side.
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Note: Once the Referee has sighted
the Judges signal, the Judge brings
their arms back to their sides.

6. Referee Signalling Body 		
Level Kick - ‘Chudan Geri’
Referee gestures with
an open hand (palm down) to
side of rib cage.

7. Referee Awarding A Half 		
Point - ‘Waza-Ari’
Referee extends hand out
(palm up) to side of scorer.

6ii. Judge Signalling Body Level Kick ‘Chudan Geri’
Upon noticing body level kick score,
the Judge immediately gestures with
an open hand held to side of body.
The other arm is out, gesturing towards
the competitor who made the score.

Referee signals the
technique that scored
(example:chudan tsuki).
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Referee brings open hand
up to opposite shoulder.

Referee extends hand
downward, out to the
side of the scorer.
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8. Referee Awarding A Full 		
Point - ‘Ippon’
Referee extends hand out
(palm up) to side of scorer.

Referee signals the
technique that scored
(example: jodan geri).

9. Referee Resuming A Bout
- ‘Tsuzukete Hajime’
Referee steps one leg back
and brings both arms up to side.

Referee brings open
hand up to opposite hip.

Referee extends arm
upward to side of scorer.

Referee brings palms of hands
towards each other.
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10. Referee Signalling Victory 		
To Winner - ‘No Kachi’
Referee extends hand out
(palm up) to side of winner.

Referee brings open hand to
opposite hip.

11. Referee Signalling Bout 		
Ended With Scores Tied
- ‘Hikiwake’
Referee brings open hands
up in front of chest (palms out),
crossing at the wrists.

Referee extends arm upward to
side of winner.

Referee pulls arms apart and out
to side – palms face up.
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12. Referee Requesting A 		
Short Consultation With
Judge - ‘Shugo’
Referee extends one arm 		
(palm down) in the direction
of the Judge.

Referee brings arm in to
the front of the face (palm
facing inward).

GESTURES THAT RESULT WITH NO SCORE GIVEN

13. Referee Signalling No Score
‘Torimasen’
Referee brings hands out in
front (palms down) and
crosses wrists (one over
the other).
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Referee extends arms out to
side (palms down) to signal that
neither opponent landed an
acceptable scoring technique.

GESTURES THAT RESULT WITH NO SCORE GIVEN

14. Referee and/or Judge 		
Signalling Simultaneously 		
Scoring - ‘Aiuchi’
Referee brings both fists
together in front of chest.
Next, signals TORIMASEN:
No score (point 13).

15. Referee and/or Judge 		
Signalling Technique
Fell Short
Referee pivots slightly
towards applicable
competitor and holds a
closed fist 10-20cm short of
anopen hand.
Next, signals TORIMASEN:
No score (point 13), or awards
point to opponent if they 		
delivered a scoring technique.

16. Referee and/or Judge 		
Signalling Technique/s 		
Were Not Clean Enough
To Score
A Referee brings both hands
up horizontally (fists closed)
in front of their torso and
circles the forearms around
one another.
Next, signals TORIMASEN:
No score (point 13).
Judge may use the same
gesture to signal his/her
opinion to the referee.

17. Referee and/or Judge
Signalling Opponent
Did Not Kiai
A Referee need only tell this
to a competitor. This is the
gesture the judge can use to
notify the referee that the
competitor did not kiai.
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18. Referee and/or Judge
Signalling Unable to 		
Properly See
Often the result of competitors
moving in a circular motion,
cutting off your angle of vision,
and executing techniques before
you are able to get back into a
good viewing position.
A Referee need only gesture
this to competitors if they
chose. Else they may simply
tell the competitor verbally and
go straight to Point 13 and
signal TORIMASEN (no score).
However, if a Judge wishes
to express this opinion to the
Referee, this is the gesture they
can follow.
Judge brings both open hands
up over eyes (palms inward).
19. Referee and/or Judge Signalling
Technique Made Distance, But
Missed Mid-section Target
Referee brings one arm up and
moves it horizontally across their
mid- section.
Next, signals TORIMASEN:
No score (point 13), or awards
point to opponent if they delivered
a scoring technique.

20. Referee and/or Judge Signalling
a Technique Was Blocked
The Referee brings one fist up
vertically in front of the shoulder.
The other fist moves horizontally in
front of the vertical forearm.
Next, signals TORIMASEN:
No score (point 13), or awards point
to opponent if they delivered a
scoring technique.
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GESTURES THAT ACCOMPANY A WARNING OR PENALTY

21. Referee Issuing Warning
The Referee brings their index
finger up in front of their shoulder.

22. Referee Issuing Half Point 		
Penalty ‘Keikoku’
The Referee brings their index
finger up in front of their shoulder.
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All infractions that result in
a HALF POINT PENALTY
see the Referee point their
index finger at the feet of the
offending competitor.

23. Referee Issuing Full Point 		
Penalty ‘Hansoku Chui’
The Referee brings their index
finger up in front of their shoulder.

All infractions that result in a
FULL POINT PENALTY see
the Referee point their index
finger at the mid section of the
offending competitor.
The Referee will then gesture
the type of infraction.

24. Referee Gesturing 		
Disqualification By Infractions
‘Hansoku’
The Referee points their index
finger at the face of the offender
and then announces victory to
the opponent.
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25. Judge Signalling An Illegal
Exit From The Ring ‘Jogai’
Judge points index finger to
the side line (gesturing Jogai)
on the side of the competitor
he’s referring to.
A judge gestures Jogai until
the Referee has noticed their
signal. After this they bring
arms back to their side.

Referee brings index finger up
in front of shoulder.

26. Referee Gesturing number
of infractions
After pointing out an infraction,
the Referee next holds finger/s
signalling whether it is the first,
second, third etc time this
infraction has been made by
this competitor.
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Referee points with index
finger to side of ring and
ushers their finger along
the sideline.

27. Referee and/or Judge 		
Signalling Contact
Referee pivots slightly
towards offender and brings
one fist in front of face, with
other hand closing around it.

28. Referee and/or Judge 		
Signalling Illegal technique
or Mubobi (Reckless or 		
careless Behaviour)
The Referee brings their
finger up in front of their face
and makes a circling motion
(rotating at the elbow).
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29. Referee Disqualifying 		
A Competitor For Illegal
Techniques and/or Poor
Etiquette/Conduct ‘Shikkaku’.

Referee brings index finger
up in front of shoulder.

Referee brings index
finger back vertically in
front of their shoulder.
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Referee points their
index finger to the face
of the offender.

Referee extends
index finger up and
behind slightly.

